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Leading the Way with the All New OS 385 from Pursuit
February 16, 2012, Miami, Florida – The 385 Offshore is the flagship model in the leading line of
outboard powered express boats known as Pursuit’s Offshore series. In fact, the latest
independent retail research numbers published by Statistical Surveys has Pursuit in the number
one market position among its’ direct competitors.
According to Pursuit President, Tom Slikkers, “Our goal is to consistently deliver products to the
market with uncompromising style, quality and performance. Our engineering and manufacturing
processes along with a dedicated team of employees produce a premium product unmatched in
the market today.”
The OS 385 is packed full of yacht caliber feature and benefit. The factory installed fiberglass
hardtop is fully integrated with storage, convenience rails and overhead ventilation. The top is
supported forward by Pursuit’s proprietary vacuum infused windshield frames and aft by powder
coated heavy duty aluminum pipe work that doubles as a ladder to the optional second station
platform. The windshield is tempered safety glass with wide open panes port, starboard and
forward allowing great visibility for Captain and crew. A graceful shear line compliments the
windshield/hardtop detail and matched to a sharp entry, strakes and chines gives the hull the type
of performance you expect from Pursuit.
The interior has an island berth forward of a full galley with a full size head to starboard. The head
features a separate shower with comfort seating and smoked acrylic stall. Galley features include
a microwave, two burner cook top, stainless drawer style fridge/freezer, wood cabinetry and
fiberglass sink with stainless faucet.
Solid wood veneers, wood flooring and matching fabrics give the interior a spacious feel you’d find
on a much larger yacht. The mid-cabin berth offers sleeping arrangements for two adults and a
privacy settee for relaxing while at anchor. An optional arrangement with galley starboard and
seating to port may suit your tastes as well, speak with your factory authorized Pursuit salesperson
to spec the boat best for you.
George Hetzel, Vice President Sales & Marketing, “Our goal is to build on the tradition of
excellence in product design within the offshore series established by our team over the past few
years. The OS 385 has set the standard even higher and provides the market another compelling
reason to purchase a new Pursuit.”
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A wide open cockpit full of fishing features appeals to anglers and cruisers alike. Two cockpit
freezers, two in-floor fish boxes, a livewell and a complete rigging station give you all the tools you
need to fish hard. And if you are more inclined to fish your new Pursuit you may want to include
the optional factory installed second station to your order to give you the extra height needed to
sight fish while offshore. Triple Yamaha F350’s power this stylish hull, complete specifications,
performance and pricing are available online and through factory authorized dealers worldwide.
Pursuit Boats is a division of Holland, Michigan-based S2 Yachts, Inc. For more than half a
century, three-generations of this family-owned business has set an unsurpassed standard of
quality in marine design and manufacturing. From their modern, recently expanded production
facility in Ft. Pierce, Florida, the Slikkers family continues to build distinctive outboard powered
fishing boats in Offshore, Center Console, Sport and Dual Console configurations, in models from
eighteen to thirty-eight feet. S2 Yachts also produces Tiara Yachts, whose inboard power models
include Open, Sovran, and Convertible models ranging in size from thirty to fifty-eight feet built in
Holland, MI.
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